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ADVERTISEMENT 
The publications of the Museum of Zoology, University of Michi- 
gan, consist of two series-the Occasional Papers and the Miscel- 
laneous Publications. Both series were founded by Dr. Bryant 
Walker, Mr. Bradshaw H. Swales, and Dr. W. W. Newcomb. 
The Occasional Papers, publication of which was begun in  1913, 
serve as a medium for original studies based principally upon the 
collections in the Museum. The papers are issued separately to 
libraries and specialists, and, when a sufficient number of pages have 
been printed to make a volume, a title page, table of contents, and 
index are supplied to libraries and individuals on the mailing list 
for the entire series. 
The Miscellaneous Publications, which include papers on field and 
museum techniques, monographic studies, and other contributions 
not within the scope of the Occasional Papers, are published sepa- 
rately, and, as i t  is not intended that they will be grouped into vol- 
umes, each number has a title page, and, when necessary, a table of 
contents. 
FREDERICK M. G A I ~ E  
Director of the Museum of Zoology 
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I. Fig. I. Mount Taylor and srlrrouuding sage studded plains. 
Fig. 2. Meadow and slopes a t  Mirnbal Spring. 
11. Fig. 1. Yellow pilles OIL Tertiary lava. 
Fig. 2. Rceent lava viewed from Flagpolc Crater. 
111. Fig. I .  Recent lava adjoining light sandstone near Grants. 
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cond~icted 10 

MAMMALS OF THE LAVA FIELDS AND ADJOINING 
AREAS IN VALENCIA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO 
INTRODUCTION 
DURING the past fifty years inany authors have commented on the prevailing 
tendency of lava-dwelling ~~laminals to assume a darlr coloration that har- 
monizes with the darlr substrata on which they live. Merriam (1890), 
Osgood (1909), Goldnian (1910), Sumner (1921), Bradt (1932), Benson 
(1933), arid Dice and Blossom (1937) are a few of the many who have called 
attention to this tendency. Merriam, Benson, and Dice and Blossom have 
pointed out that the tendency for the pelage color to reseinble the color of the 
lava may well be an adaptation of the maminals for concealment. Such an  
adaptation, they suggest, possibly evolved as the result of selective predation 
for concealingly colored animals. Isolatioii of the mammals on the lava is 
emphasized by Benson, Dice and Blossoni, and others to be of prime impor- 
tance in subspeciation, particularly with respect to the rate at  which the 
darli-colored races become differentiated. 
Sunlner (1921) contended that the theory of protective resemblance or 
concealing coloration could not well apply to the roclr-restricted, light- 
colored Peromysczcs crinitau, which has succeeded in maintaining itself for 
centuries in great abundance on an isolated lava field in California. The 
efficacy of selective predation in producing clarli races on lava flows likewise 
has been denied by Buxton (1923) and McAtee (1932). 
Suinner (1921) suggested that differences in conditions of climate may 
be responsible for the developnlent of pale races of mammals in the desert 
and darlter races outside of desert regions. His subsequent experiments, 
however, indicated that tliis supposition probably was erroneous (see sum- 
mary of work, Suniiier, 1932), at  least as regards humidity as an agent 
responsible for the difference in coloration, and Bellson (1933) showed that 
both light and dark races have developed lxiider approximately identical 
conditions of macro-climate. 
Sunlner (1915 and subsequent papers: see summary, 1932) and Dice 
(1932) have shown that many subspecific characters are inherited and are 
not acquired as the result of environnlental action alone in each generation. 
The present report prcscnts an analysis of the mammal fauna of a section 
of west-central New Mexico on and aroilnd extensive fields of blacliish lava. 
The specimens and data forming the basis for this report are chiefly those 
obtained in the region during May and June, 1939, by myself ancl Richard 
11. Manville for the Museum of Zoology, University of Michigan. I t  was 
hoped that the data obtaiiied from our studies mould furnish clues to perinit 
a better understanding of the forces directing the evolution of dark races 
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of inaiiimals on lava flows. It seems clear that some directive force is 
present, for no instances are lciiown of the occurrence on blaclc lava of races 
of inamnials with a coloratioii noticeably lighter than the normal coloration 
outside lava beds. The repeated occrlrreiice of dark races of mammals on 
many lava flows in  so~lthwesterii North America can hardly be explained 
on the basis of chance alone. 
Place names aiid names of physiographic features mentioned herein are 
from maps prepared by the United States Forest Service (U. S. Dept. Agr., 
1938), Dartorr (1928), and Ellis (1925), tuiless otherwise indicated. Eleva- 
tioils above sea level, except those for tlie Uiiited States weather stations 
and tlie elevation for tlie srlillinit of Mount Taylor, necessarily are approxi- 
mations; they are, however, probably within two hundred feet of thc actual 
elevation above mean sea level. Capitalized color terms are from Ridgway 
(1912). 
I am indebted to the Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies 
of the University of Michigan for tlie fillailcia1 aid which made this work 
possible. Richard H. Maiiville was of considerable assistance in  the field 
collecting speciineiis aiid data essential for the present study. R. J. 
Shuniaii, William Porter, and Cecil Moore of Grants, New Mexico, lciiidly 
placed the facilities of their ranches a t  our disposal. Roy Ballard was of 
assistance in several ways. My thanks are espccially dne William 13. Bur t  
and others in  the Musenm of Zoology Por reading the mariuscript critically 
and offeriiig helpful suggestions. 
PHYSIOGRAPHY AND CLIMATE 
The area herein considered is a part of the Colorado Plateau Province 
of the southwestern United States (Fenneman, 1931: 274, map). I t  em- 
braces much of central Valencia County and southeastern McKinley County, 
New Mexico, centering around Grants, Valencia County, in the San Jose 
River Valley about seventy miles west of Albuquerque (Map 1 ) .  I t  in- 
cludes an extreme eastern part of the Zuni Mountains, the Mount Taylor 
or the San Mateo Mountains (in Valencia County, not Socorro Co~ulty), a 
southern part of Mesa Chivato, an extreme western part of Cebolleta Mesa, 
and, around the bases of these mountainous areas, the gently sloping high- 
lands of the Colorado Plateau Province which drain eastwardly from the 
Continental Divide into the San Jose River, the Rio Puerco, and eventually 
into the Rio Grande. Elevations above sea level vary from 5800 feet near 
Laguiia in the Sail Jose River Valley to 11,389 feet on Mourit Taylor. 
Mount Taylor rises from a large inesa about fifty miles long and twenty- 
five miles wide (Pl. I, Pig. l ) ,  the largest and northern part of which is 
known as Mesa Chivato and two smaller, more southern parts as Horace 
Mesa and La Jara  Mesa, respectively. The mean altitude of the summit 
of the mesa is about 8200 feet, approximately 2000 feet above the mean 
altitude of the surrounding desert plains and 3200 feet below the sunlmit 
of Mount Taylor. The surface of the mesa is covered by a lava cap seldom 
less than 300 feet thick (Dutton, 1886 : 164). The vegetation cover varies 
with the altitude and the exposure. The north-facing slopes of the nioun- 
tain, from its sum~nit down to about 8200 feet, are clothed with grass, 
yellow pine, Douglas fir, aspen, and oalr brush. On the south-facing slopes 
the conifers, aspen, and oak brush are restricted to canyon sides and bottonis 
and are mainly betwcen 8200 feet and 9200 feet levels; above 9200 feet 
the slopes are covered with low-lying vegetation-a short grass, chiefly. 
Small meaclows of iris, dandelion, and grass are fairly coinrnon on the 
mountain in the more level places around springs and along stream courses. 
Willow, currant, and rose border many of the creek beds that remain moist 
throughout the year. Pinyon and sage clothe the mesa and extend down on 
the surrounding plains. I n  some deep cool canyons cut in the inesa, yello~v 
pine occurs with willow, alder, maple, and other riparian plants. The soil 
in the forests above 8200 feet is predominantly loose and rich in humus. 
Below 8200 feet, down to the sandy plains, it is usually compact and com- 
posed of considerable gravel and rubble. 
The Zuni Mountains, lying to the southwest of Mount Taylor, reach a 
maximum height of about 9200 feet. The vegetation on the southwestern 
part of the mountains, the only part of then1 that we saw, is approximately 
9 
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the samc as that on Mount Taylor for the corresponding altitude and ex- 
posure. Yellow pine and Douglas fir grow a t  the higher elevations and 
pinyon, juniper, and sage on the foothills. A conspicuous, bright, brick-red 
MAP 1 
MAP 1. P a r t  of Vnlcnein. and McICinlcy counties, New Mexico, in which studies 
were eonductcd. Based on maps rnciltioncd in the accompanying text and on original 
observations. 
soil not seen elsewhere in the area occurs exteiisively on the southern foot- 
hills of these monntains. This soil probably was formed froin the Permian 
"Red Beds" which are exposed there. 
The desert plains surrounding the mountains, elevated mesas, and nu- 
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merous isolated volcanic necks are covered with lava or unconsolidated sand, 
silt, or clay. Typically, they support juniper, sage, and rabbit brush, and, 
where the soil is suitable, salt bush. 
Perhaps the most conspicuous physiographic features in the area under 
consideration are the extensive fields of dark lava. The lava fields con- 
stitute fully one-half of the ground in the area studied. The lava composing 
the fields is of two general types. One type is dark gray and comparatively 
smooth on the surface, although sometimes i t  is brolien into large blocli-s and 
boulclers (Pl. 11, Fig. 1 ) .  I t  is Tertiary in origin (Dutton, 1886 : 177). 
This type supports a thiclier, more continuous layer of soil and a denser 
cover of plants than the second type. I t  forms the body of Mount Taylor 
and is exposed further as a thick cap 011 Cebolleta Mesa, on the mesa 
surrounding Mount Taylor, and in some places south of the Zuni Mountains. 
The second type is reddish blacli-, grayish black, or blacli- and is extremely 
rough, jagged, deeply fissured, and little eroded (Pl. 11, Fig. 2, and PI. 
111). I t  was extruded in Quarternary time and probably mostly in Recent 
time, prior to the extrusion of the Recelit flows in the Tularosa Basin 
(Robert L. Nichols, in Lttt.). The pale soil layer 011 it is clisco~itinuous, 
shall om^, and confined chiefly to leeward ledges and crevices. All of i t  
apparently has blown on the lava from adjoining areas. This lava is almost 
entirely restricted to the gently sloping plains between the Zuni Mountains 
and Cebolleta Mesa and to the bottomlands of the San Jose River Valley. 
These extensive fields of black lava are known as the malpais. 
The malpais is broli-en up into three isolated fields, one north of Blue- 
water, a second just south of Grants, and a third, the largest, extending 
froin near Agua Fria southward for about twelve miles, then northeast- 
ward to the San Jose River (Map 1 ) .  Tongues of lava connect these three 
masses, but a t  the present time the tongues are almost entirely covered with 
soil and drifted sand. Only a few small piles of lava and numerous rough 
clinli-ers remain exposed. Studies were conducted only on the lava field 
near Grants and on the large field extending south from Agua Pria. 
The malpais at  Grants (PI. 111) is five miles long and averages about 
a mile wide. I t  has an area 01 five sqnare miles and a mean elevation above 
sea lcvcl o l  approximately 6400 feet. On the north, east, south, and aorth- 
west i t  is bounded by gently sloping, sandy desert plains, one to five miles 
in width. Rocliy hills adjoin i t  for about one-half mile along its western 
border. The height of the lnalpais above the adjoining plains averages about 
fifteen feet, varying from less than a foot to forty or fifty feet. I ts  vege- 
tation consists chiefly of juniper, pinyon, apache plume, and sage; some 
sparse short grass occurs on comparatively level unbroken areas. 
The largest field of Recent blaclr lava, referred to below as the Agua Fria  
malpais, is an irregular mass thirty miles long and one-fourth of a mile 
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to ten rniles wide. I t s  area totals approximately two hundred square miles. 
T1.l~ height of the rnalpais above the adjoining plains ranges from less than 
one foot to fifty or sixty feet. I t s  elevation above sea level decreases 
gradually from 7800 feet near Agua Fr ia  and Flagpole Crater, one of the 
vents from which the lava issued, to 6100 feet near MeCartgs in  the San 
Jose River Valley. Above approximately 7300 feet, yellow pine is the 
niost abundant tree on the nialpais (PI. 11, Fig. 2 ) .  A t  consecutively lower 
elevations yellow pine is replaced by pinyon and apache plume and finally 
by j~ui iper  and sage. The llialpais is bounded on the south and north by 
sandy desert plains several miles wide and on the west and east by cliffs 
and mountains interspersed with local salidp flats a few hundred feet to 
more than one-half inile in ~vidth. 
TABLE I 
Compilcd from the United States Weather Bureau's climatic summary fo r  northwestern 
New hfexico (Linney, 1933). The subscript with each figure indicates 
t l ~ c  number of years for  which records were kept. 
- P. - . 
Average annual precipitation 
3517 
103,, 
- 2010 - 1110 - 16, - 23,, 
Prevailing wind direction WIO 
Avcragc dntc of last lrilling frost 
in spring Apr. 27,, May 28,, 
Average date of first Billing frost 
ill autu Oct. 14,, Sept. 23,, 
Avcragc 1 





Meteorological illeasurellleilts are available from four statiolls ill the vieill- 
ity of the lava beds (Table I). Although the data are incomplete, they are 
sufficiclit to show the cliniatic conditioiis in  some areas and to permit one 
to reconstruct approxilliately the conditiolis prevailing over the remaining 
areas under consideration. 
The particular clilllatic conditions to be found a t  a locality are closely 
correlated with the altitude of that locality. A t  the higher elevations, for 
example above 9000 feet on Monnt Taylor and 8500 Feet in the Zuni Moun- 
tains, the winters are long and severe and the summers short and cool. 
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The average ai~nual  rainfall a t  elevations over 9000 feet on Mount Taylor 
and 8500 feet in the Znni Mountains probably exceeds twenty-five inches, 
the average annual snowfall is well over fifty inches, and the mean annual 
temperature is doubtless less than forty degrees Fahrenheit. At  lower 
elevations the annual extremes of temperature are greater-higher in the 
summer and lower i11 the winter-and the annual precipitation is less; the 
summers are hot and moderately dry and the mriiiters cool and wet. The 
conditions at the extremes of altitude, Mount Taylor and Laguna, represent 
the extremes of climate. The conditions to be Sound a t  other localities in 
the area are within these extremes. The exact conditions depend closely 
on the altitude of the locality. 
The measurements made at  Sail Fidel indicate the conditions of our 
several collecting localities on the northeastern part of the Agua Fria 
malpais. The measurements for San Rafael indicate the conditions over 
the Grants malpais, except that the average annual precipitation probably 
averages three or lour inches niore because San Rafael, unlilre the malpais 
at  Grants, is sitnated at  the eastern edge of the comparatively heavy pre- 
cipitation belt which covers much of the Znni Monntains. The climate 
over the southwestern, higher part of the Agua Fria malpais, as in the 
yellow pine belt near Flagpole Crater and 011 Porter's Ranch, is cooler and 
more humid than that of the northwestern, lower part. The amount of 
precipitation is probably about twenty inches, slightly less than that at  
Diener, and the average annual temperature near forty-five degrees Fahren- 
heit. At North Plains, at  Point of Malpais, and a t  Shuman's Ranch, on 
the southeast side of the Agua Fria  malpais, coilditions are similar to 
those at  Flagpole Crater and Porter's Ranch, but the amount of precipita- 
tion is probably less. Those a t  our collecting stations near San Mateo and 
Cebolleta are probably closely similar to the ones indicated for Bluewater. 
COLLECTING STATIONS 
Near Flagpole Crater, seventeen miles south~vest of Grants.--From May 
3 to 6 we collected on the Agua B'ria malpais near tlie Ice Caves Resort 
a t  the base ol Flagpole Crater, a t  an elevation of 7800 feet. Yellow pine 
and pinyon are the dominant trees; Douglas fir and juniper are less abuu- 
dant. Yellow pine, pinyon, and juniper grow both on tlie inalpais aiid on 
the acljoiiiing sedimentary soils. A srnall fraction of the lava exposed is 
of an old flow, probably of Miocene age (Dutton, 1886: 177). I t  is darli 
gray and, i11 many places, is covered wit11 soil or overgrown with lichen. 
Mo\t of the remainder is blaclc aiid probably Recent in origin. 
North side Flagpole Crater, nineteen miles southwest of Grants.-A 
speciinen of a pocket go1)ller ~vas  collected on May 5 on a flat a t  the north- 
western base of Flagpole Crater, a t  an elevation of 7800 feet. The flat is 
covered with rabbit brash, sage, and dry grass and is surrounded by pinyon 
and yellow pines. 
Ag~xa Fria, fifteen miles southwest of Grants.-Specinlens were obtained 
at  an elevation of 7600 feet on the alluvial flats adjoining Agua Fria  Creek, 
one mile south 01 Paxton. The soil thcrc is sandy and reddish brown when 
wet, and ligllt tan when dry and balied by the S L I ~ .  liabbit brush, sage, 
aiid salt bush arc characteristic of the flat. Approximately thirty acres of 
the richer soil nearest the  creeli were nndcr elxltivation during the period 
we collected there, May 4 to 6. 
Porter's Eanch, eight miles southeast of Paxtoi1.-From May 25 to 31 
we collected in township eight north, range eleven west, and section tea, on 
property owned by William Porter; the elevation at  Porter's house is 7400 
feet. The terrain is mountainous; hills several hrlndred feet in height 
alternate wit21 narrow canyons or small valleys. The hills aiid canyon 
walls cliaractcristically support a thick layer of bright brick-red soil aiid 
are covered with stands of pinyon and juniper. The nialpais is irregular 
in relief, undulated, with crests up to fifty feet above the surrounding 
troughs. A small fraction of the lava is weathered considerably and coated 
with lichen (PI. 11, Fig.  l ) ,  just as at  Flagpole Crater; it is liliely of 
Miocene age. The aniouiit of soil on the weathered lava is greater than 
that on the niore broken, unweatherecl Recent lava at  lo~ver elevations to 
the north; it is, however, restricted to occasional crevices and gentle, slightly 
fissured slopes. Yellow pine is the niost abmldant tree on the malpais; 
dense stands of yellow pines over two feet in dianieter are conlnion, often 
completely shading the substrata (Pl. 11, Fig. 2) .  A few pinyons aiid 
occasional junipers grow in tile more open places between the stands. 
Yellow pine appears to be dominant on the n1:~lpais and pinyon on the 
adjoining seclinientary soils; the edaphic separation of the two species is 
distinct. A few aspens were seen in a protected situation near the malpais. 
14 
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Two features, i11 particular, of Porter's ranch influence the abundance 
of mammal life i11 the vicinity, namely, (1) an open tank continually 
supplied with water, and (2) extensive, cultivated fields, both immediately 
adjoining the malpais. The water tank serves as a water supply for many 
mammal lrinds, bats in particular. Ten bats, of four species, were obtained 
there in one evening. The cultivated fields are attractive to rabbits, pocket 
gophers, and other rodents. 
One and one-half miles south of Grants.-From May 22 to 25 we col- 
lectecl on the lava field near Grants about halfway between Grants and 
San Rafael, a t  an elevation of 6400 feet. The small lava field there is 
extremely rough, brolren, and blaclr or reddish black. Soil is limited to 
crevices or to flats where it has been allowed to accumulate. Vegetation on 
the lava is sparse; i t  consists chiefly of juniper, apache plume, ball cactus, 
and short grass. Sage and juniper are characteristic of the surrounding 
desert plains and slopes. 
Zuni Canyon.-Traps were set on May 23 and 24 i11 Zuni Canyon be- 
tween three and five miles west-southwest of Grants a t  elevations betmeen 
6700 and 7100 feet. For a distance of six miles the walls of Zuni Canyon 
rise precipitously two hundred feet or more above the talus slopes on the 
borders 01 the canyon floor. Pinyon and juniper are the most abundant 
trees. Protected ledges and shelves support some cliff rose and grass. Sage 
is common on the floor and sides of the canyon. 
Eight miles southeast of Grants.-From May 7 to 10 we collected three 
miles south of the San Jose River and highway U.S. 66 on the narrow, 
northern arm of the Agua Fria malpais, a t  an elevation of 6400 feet. In  
coloration and ruggedness the malpais there resembles the malpais near 
Grants. The amount of soil drifted in from the adjoining desert is greater, 
however, and the vegetation is correspondingly more abundant. The 
malpais is clevatcd little more than twenty-five or thirty feet above the 
adjoining desert plains; peripherally, i t  merges gradually into the plains. 
About one-fourth mile east of the malpais, light sandstone cliffs arise 
approximately 300 feet above the plain. Juniper, pinyon, and sage are 
characteristic of the area. Juniper and sage are more abundant on the 
plain and malpais and pinyon along the cliff. Cane cactus and rabbit 
brush also are common 011 the sandy desert plain and apache plume is 
common on the malpajs. 
Nine miles south-southeast of Grants.-From May 17 to 20 we collected 
at  an altitude of about 6500 feet at  this station. The habitats, physiog- 
raphy, soils, and flora there are similar to those a t  the above-mentioned 
station. The malpais, however, immediately adjoins light sandstone cliffs. 
Eleven miles south-southeast of Grants.-A few specimens were collected 
on May 18 and 19 on a ranch about two miles south of the previously men- 
tioncd station and irnmedlately adjoining the Agua Fria malpais. The 
native flora is similar to that eight miles sontheast of Grants. 
Point of Ma1pais.-Point of Malpais, as located on the United States 
Forest Service map (1938), lies in township six north, range eleven west, 
ant1 section two. I t  niarlts the jui~ction of the soutliernniost part of 
the Agua Fria rnalpais with a broad flat valley lmown as North Plains. 
The elevation there is approximately 7100 feet. The malpais is not so 
rugged and badly broken as at  the other collecting stations. Vegetation on 
i t  is sparse, consisting of a few dwarfed junipers, an occasional pinyon, and 
apache plume. The soil on North Plains, near Point of Malpais, includes 
sandy loam, dune sand, and hard-packed clay. Sage is dominant on the 
sandy soils and rabbit brush and salt bash on the clay. The hills surround- 
ing the plains are covered with dense stands of pinyon. We collected a t  
Point 01 Malpais from May 11 to 15. 
Slmman's Ranch.-On May 15 and 16 we collected on J .  L. Shuman's 
Ranell, township six north, range ten west, and section thirty. This ranch 
is about three miles east and a mile north of Point of Malpais and 400 feet 
higher in elevation. The soil is loose and sandy. Pinyon is abluidant, oc- 
crwrjng in dense stands, but there are a few junipers on the warmer more 
open slopes and occasional yellow pines in the protected canyons. Sage 
grows on the more ope11 flats and on dry Ilillsides. 
Four iiiilcs west of McCartys.-T~vo days, May 20 and 21, were spent 
collecti~ig at  an elevation of 6100 feet in the San Jose Eiver Valley about 
four miles west of McCartys, at  the western bol~ndary of the Acoma Indian 
Reservation. At this locality the narrow arm of the Agua Fria malpais 
that extends eastward dowrl the valley is partially covered with drifting 
sand fro111 the adjoining saricly flood plain of the San Jose River. l'inyon, 
juniper, and sage are comrnon on the valley floor and on the bordering hills. 
Several springs arise just within the Reservation boundary. Although the 
water Urom the springs is partly impounded by elevated areas to form ponds 
and marshes, inost of i t  drains into a canal to maiiitai~i a flow of about 
twenty-five cubic feet per second. Dense growths of cattails cover many 
of the marshes. Adjoining nieadows are sparsely covered with a short 
wiry grass. 
Canyon Lobo Ranger Station.-June 6 and 7 we collected in the vicinity 
of Canyon Lobo Ranger Station at  an elevation of 7500 feet. The ranger 
station is situated beside a small permanent creek near the head of Lobo Can- 
yon, a broad canyon extending from the base of Mount Taylor northwest- 
wardly between Horace and La Jara  mesas. The topography is rough, and 
the hills and mesas are steep-sided. The soil is exceedingly rocky and hard- 
paclced on all slopes and crests of hills; on flats i t  is sandy loam or sandy 
clay, and usually hard-packed and mixed with rubble. Pinyon, the most 
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abundant tree in the area, is in purest stands on the tops and sides of the 
mesas adjoining the canyon; it is mixed with juniper in more open situa- 
tions on the canyon floor, and with yellow pine on steep, north-facing slopes 
aiid in other protected places. Sage is cornriion in most situations, but is 
less abnndant on cooler, north-facing slopes. Rabbit brush is abundant on 
moist sandy clay soils. Along the rocky creek bed, thickets of willow and 
wilcl rose grow betwecn yellow pine, oak, juniper, and pinyon. 
Horace Mesa.-On June 8 three speci~nens were collected a t  an eleva- 
tion of 8000 feet on Horace Mesa about one and one-half miles south of 
Callyon Lobo Itanger Station. The soil layer on the mesa is thin and is 
coinposed of an appreciable amount of dark gray basaltic rubble. Pinyon, 
in pure dense stancls, is the dominant plant species; sage grows in open 
places between the pinyon forests. 
Mirabal Spring, Mount Taylor.-From May 31 to June 6 we collectecl 
in the viciiiity of Mirabal Spring on the western slope of Mount Taylor, 
about two miles west-southwest of the summit of the mountain, a t  an ele- 
vation of about 9000 feet. Most of the water from Mirabal Spring seeps 
into the ground to maintain a sniall, marshy, grass-covered meadow spread 
out do~vn-slope from the spring (Pl. I, Fig. 2). The soil is blackish, 
sandy, and rich in humus on the gentler slopes and on meadows; on steeper 
slopes it is niore conipact and roclry and paler. Yellow pine is a cliarac- 
teristic tree of the area; individual trees three feet in diameter are common. 
Between the stands of yellow pine are thickets of oak brush and dense groves 
of aspea. Dandelion axid grass cover the meadow; iris is fairly conzmon in 
moist, shaded areas. 
Raiichos Val1ejos.-A specimen was collected on June 5 a t  Ranchos 
Vallejos (or Ranchos Viejos) Spring. This spring is among yellow pines 
and aspens a mile southeast of Mirabal Spring a t  an elevation of 8600 feet. 
Six miles northeast of the summit of Mount Taylor.-From June 15 to 
17 we collected near the Fernalidez Company Summer Camp on the north- 
east side of Mount Taylor at  an elevation of 8900 feet. This camp is situ- 
ated in a narrow canyon near the junction of Mesa Chivato with the bases 
of the steeper slopes of Mount Taylor. Thickets of willow, currant, or aspen 
grow on alluvial flats on the floor of the canyon. The more exposed slopes 
and floor of the canyon, except along the stream, are covered with a super- 
structure of yellow pine, and an understory of oak brush and currant. 
There are stands of Douglas fir on cooler, more protected slopes. Outcrops 
of basaltic rocB shaded by dense growths of currant, oak brush, and aspen 
provide excellent chipmunk habitat. The soil is roclry and hard, except 
on the more gentle slopes i11 forests and on alluvial flats on the floor of 
the canyon. 
One and one-half miles southwest of San Mateo.-From June 9 to 14 we 
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collected at  an elevation of about 7200 feet near the mouth of a canyon one 
and one-half n~iles southwest of Sail Mateo. A stream, fed by several 
springs arising along its course, flows down the canyon throughout the year. 
Near the month of the canyon the water is impounded in one of several open 
earthen tanlrs to be used as a water supply for cattle or for irrigation of 
near-by alfalfa fields. I n  the upper, narrower reaches of tlie canyon yellow 
pine is found on the floor and pillyon on the niore exposed roclry slopes. 
At  tlie mouth of the canyon, yellow pinc is replaced along the stream by 
willow, cottonwood, and rose, and by j~liiiper anc3 sage 011 the slopes. On ' 
the desert plain that extends outward from the mouth of the canyon, sage, 
salt bush, and rabbit brush are abundant. 
One and one-half miles west of San Mateo.-On the night of June 11, 
traps were set arnong sage, salt bnsh, and rabbit brush on tlie desert plain 
one ailcl one-half iniles west of Sail Mateo, along the road extending between 
Xan Mateo and Grants, a t  an altitude of 6700 feet. The soil is a hard- 
packed clay; sandy soiI is restricted elliefly to hummoclrs a t  the bases of the 
shrubby vegetatio~i. 
Four miles west-southwest of Cebol1eta.-From June 17 to 21 we col- 
lected on Mesa Chivato a t  an elevation of about 7800 feet, four miles west- 
southwest of Cebolleta. The soil layer over the underlying dark gray 
basaltic roelc that caps the mesa is thin and contains considerable rubble. 
Pinyon is the most abundant tree and sage the most abundant shrub. There 
are a few junipers aiid yellow pines; most of the latter have been removed 
for timber or have been cut and left where they fell. Exposed ledges of 
basaltic rock arc numerous. Two such outcrops near camp bordered a 
spring-fed, marshy, grass-covered meadow about three acres in extent. In  
the lee of the higher outcrop and adjoining the meadow were dense growths 
of currant, sage, and oalr brush and a few large oaks, yellow pines, and 
pinyons. On the opposite side of the meadow at  the lower, Inore exposed 
outcrop the vegetation was less dense and was composed of cottonwood, 
pinyoa, and yellow pine. 
One mile north of Cebol1eta.-From June 21 to 24 we collected a t  the 
eastern base of Mesa Chivato in Cebolleta Creek Canyon, a mile north of 
the tourn of Cebolleta (or Seboyeta) a t  an altitude of approximately 6700 
feet. Cebolleta Creek usually flows throughout the year and supports a 
dense stand of riparian vegetation, ineluding willow, cottonwood, alder, and 
maple. At our camp, cliffs of tan sandstone rose precipitiously a hundred 
feet or more above the narrow canyon bottom. Juniper, pinyon, and sage 
are characteristic plants of the canyon walls and dry canyon floor. At the 
mouth of the canyon the sandy soil is cultivated. 
One and one-half miles east of Cebo1etta.-On June 25 Manville trapped 
a few specimens among sage aiid cane cactus on the plains one and one- 
half miles east of Cebolleta, a t  an elevation of 6600 feet. 
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Pin?~s  ponderosa 
GENElZAL ACCOTJNTS 
Sorex.-No specimens of shrews have been taken in  the region. Bailey 
(1931: 373) snggested that the shrews of the Z~u i i  Monntains and Mount 
Taylor are of the race Sorcx vagrans nzonticolu J'lerriam. He reported a 
shrew "seen a t  the eclge of a creek oil Mount Taylor." 
Myotis volans interior Miller.-Two specimens of this species of bat were 
collected: one a t  thc open water tank near the malpais anioilg yellow pine 
and pinyon on Porter's Ranch; the second ainoiig willows, yellow pines, 
and pinyons, along the creelr a t  Canyon Lobo Ranger Station. 
The method of collecting bats employed a t  Porter's tank was both effec- 
tive and lrtdicroas. Armed with a piece of chicken wire about three feet 
wide and four I'eet lonx, Manville seated himself on one corner of the tank 
while I, similarly equipped with wire, stationed myself a t  an  adjoining 
corner, about eight feet away. When a hat dipped down toward the water 
(four feet below the upper edge of the tank) one or both of us struck a t  
the animal with the wire. Ten specimens were obtained within half an  
honr one evening and, in all, seventeen bats of five species were secured 
by this method a t  Porter's tank. 
Myotis subz~latus nzelanorhin~u Merria1n.-In areas where pinyon was 
the commoi~est tree this was the most abundant species of bat. A total of 
fifteen was collected: ten a t  the water tank on Porter's Ranch; three over 
the creel< near Canyon Lobo Ranger Station; one among oak, pinyon, a i d  
juniper near one of the water storage ponds one aiid one-half miles south- 
west of San Mateo, and another a t  the same locality but aniong willows 
aiid yellow pines over a d ry  creek bed. 
Myotis evotis ckrysonotus Allen.-Threc specinlens were taken a t  the 
water tank oil Porter's 12anch, aiid one mas shot among yellow pines and 
willows along the creek bed one and one-half miles southwest of San Mateo. 
Myotis 171ysanodes t k y s u n o d ~ s  Miller.-A fringed bat was shot over a 
willow thicket along the creek a t  Canyon Lobo Ranger Station. Another 
was collected a t  the water tank on Porter's Ranch. 
Lasionycteris ?zoctivagans Le Conte.-Five speciineils of this species were 
collected : two a t  Porter's water tank in  pinyon and yellow pine country; 
one a t  the water tank on a sage-covered flat eleven miles south-southeast of 
Grants; and two i11 yellow pine and aspen forests six miles northeast of 
the summit of Mount Taylor. A t  the last locality this was the first bat 
species active in the evening. Eptes icz~s  aiid a smaller-sized species, pre- 
sumably Myotis, appeared soon after the Lasionycteris. 
Eptesicus ~ Z L S C Z L S  pallidzcs Young.-Three specimens of Eptesicz~s were 
shot a t  a water tank on North Plains near pinyon forests a t  Point of 
Malpais, one a t  the water taiilc on Porter's Ranch, and one in  a yellow pine 
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and aspen forest 011 inountai~loas slopes six miles northeast of the summit 
of Mount Taylor. 
Lasizcrzu cinerezcs Beauvois.-The single specimen of this species ob- 
tained was found dead. I t  hung by its tail and iiiterfemoral membrane 
on a stralicl of barbed-wire fence over the creeli near Canyon Lobo Ranger 
Station. The bat apparently had been using the narrow creels canyon as 
a flyway when i t  became pinioned on the wire. Bailey (1931 : 382) recorded 
fiilcli~lg a bat of this species caught by a wing on a barb of a barbed-wire 
fence in Moreao Valley, northern Netv Mexico. 
Urszcs anzrricanrcs.-A trapper for the United States Biological Survey, 
Roy Ballard, reported black bear in the Zuni Mountains and in other rugged 
mountainous areas in the state. Ti1 the spring months of 1939 a rancher 
in the Zuni Mountains complainecl of recent depredations on his cattle by 
a bear. Bailey (1931: 350) considered the black bears of New Mexico to 
be of the geographic race amblyccps Baird. 
Ursus pertzcrbans Merriam.-The type specimen of this species of grizzly, 
the range of which Bailey (1931: 364) ascribed to the region between the 
Xan Mateo and Datil mountains, was collected in 1916 on Mount Taylor. 
Grizzlies were then rare in the region; they are most likely extinct there 
now. I found no reliable recent reports of their presence. 
Procyon lotor.-Roy Ballard informed us that he had talten raccoon in  
his traps along water courses running down from Mount Taylor. Bailey 
(1931 : 348) reported them "common along practically every permanent 
stream in New Mexico up to the lower border of the Canadian Zone." I3e 
referred specinie~is from New Mexico to the subspecies mexican~cs Baird. 
Bassariscus astzcfzu.-Local residents reported that ring-tailed cats are 
talren occasionally, but are by no means common. A trapper working 
mainly in pinyon forests on the east side of the malpais near Point of 
Malpais said he had talren several. William Porter, Jr., told liie that he 
had talreii one among pinyon and yellow pilie on his father's ranch near the 
western edge of the malpais, eight miles southeast of Paxton. Bailey (1931 : 
346) recorded the race flavzu Rhoads in western New Mexico. 
Mzcstela frenata ~zeonwxicana Barber and Coclrerel1.-Roy Ballard in- 
formed me that he had taliell several weasels in the vici~iity of the lava beds 
dnriiig 1939. Hall (1 936 : 101, 108) iildicated the probable occurrence of 
the subspecies neomezicafia in the re,' (r~on. 
Mustela nigripes Audubon and Bachmaa.-Bailey (1931 : 326) recorded 
this species from the vicinity of San Mateo and Bhe~vater .  Aldous (1940 : 
23) collected a ferret at Agua Fria, but few ferrets remain i a  the region 
now. The extensive predator control probably keeps the population down 
to a bare minimum. 
Mephitis mephitis rstor Mcrriam.-A single skull of this species of skunk 
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was found among pinyons and yellow pines on Porter's Ranch. Evidence 
that slrunlrs were about was brought to us on the mind at  our camps among 
aspens and yellow pines at Mirabal Spring, about 9000 feet on Mount Taylor, 
and among pinyons on a boulder-strewn hillside one and one-half miles 
southwest of San Mateo. 
Conepatus ~nesoleuczcs mearnsi Merriam.-A desiccated carcass of a hog- 
nosed sliunlr was found in a crevasse between two masses of lava near the 
edge of the malpais on Porter's Ranch at  an elevation above sea level of 
about 7400 feet. The dominant trees in the area are yellow pines and 
pinyons. The species is rarely found in association with yellow pines. 
The specimen is tentatively referred to the subspecies w~earnsi rather 
than venaticus Goldman, although the slrull is broader than some skulls of 
venaticzcs from the vicinity of Tucson, Arizona. 
Taxidea taxus berlandieri Baird.-Badger diggings were seen at  each 
collecting locality where the soil was sandy and sage abundant. On June 
11, a lactating female was trapped by Roy Ballarcl on a shady plain ten 
miles north of San Mateo. Ballard told us that he caught badgers regularly 
in his coyote sets. Unlilre most other mammal lrinds trapped, they were 
usually dead when found, even though caught for only a few hours. 
Urocyon cinereoargcnte~is cottii Mearns.-A large, adult male, gray fox 
was killed about seven o'clock one morning about one-fourth mile within the 
lava field near Grants. The animal was traveling oat toward the center of 
the malpais and may have been returning to the shelter of a cave from a 
night's foraging on the sandy juniper-studded flats bordering the malpais. 
Porter gave us a skull of a gray fox trapped the preceding minter near the 
malpais on his ranch. 
Canis lntrans estor Merriam.-Although their howling was heard but 
twice during our two months' stay in what should be their metropolis, coy- 
otes apparently are not rare in the area-in spite of the large numbers of 
them killed each year in predator campaigns. They range over the entire 
area where we collected and probably enter all terrestrial habitats. It is 
probable that the coyote and the gray fox, to a great extent, rely on caves 
and crevasses in the malpais for refuge and nesting sites. Both species 
probably forage almost entirely outside the malpais. Seven specimens were 
collected at  Porter's Ranch, in the vicinity of San Mateo, and at  Shuman's 
Ranch. The specimens arc tentatively referred to the race estor. 
Canis lupus.-Wolves formerly occurred in the vicinity of the lava beds, 
but are now rare there or completely extirpated. Goldman (1937: 40) 
recorded the race youngi Goldman (1937)l from northwestern New Mexico. 
Pelis concolor.-Althoagh I have no definite record of them, mountain 
lions probably occur in the Zuni and San Mateo mountains. Bailey (1931 : 
1 Citation given for those subspecies described since Miller (1924). 
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285-86) iiidicated that the lions in the region are of the race Izippolestes 
Merriani. 
Lynx rufus.-Bobcats are comlnon in the region. The numerous caves 
and ledges in the malpais and in the broken mountainons country adjoining 
i t  offer den sites for a large population of cats and other large predators. 
Almost every trapper reported that he took one or more bobcats each 
winter. Trappers for the Biological Survey in the region take them regu- 
larly whenever they trap in suitable situations. We collected slreletons of 
two bobcats trapped by Shurnan on his ranch. I saw a large female that 
Roy Ballarcl had talren in his trap line i11 pinyon forests northwest of Mount 
Taylor. Bobcat droppings were seen on a roclry ledge in Zuni Canyon. 
Citellz~s variegntzcs grammurzu Say.-The roclr squirrel inhabits roclry 
situations from the juniper and sage belts to areas where yellow pine and 
aspen predominate. I t  is, however, most common at  the lower elevations. 
Edaphic factors apparently are more effective than are conditions of climate 
in defining its occurrence. The species was found living only in rocky situ- 
ations where there were large boulders, roclr outcrops, cut banlrs, or cliffs. 
Sqnirrels, or their signs, were seen at  every collecting locality where such 
rocky situations were present. At  an elevation of 9000 feet on Mount 
Taylor, a t  Mirabal Spring, a squirrel was shot among boulders at  an outcrop 
surronnded by oalr brnsh, yellow pine, and aspen. I n  Zuni Canyon two 
were shot near boulders at the base of the cliffs bounding the canyon. Near 
Ccbolleta the species was found inhabiting a boulder-strewn hillside and cut- 
banks along a creel<. At (1) Point of Malpais, a t  (2) the locality eight 
miles so~xlheast of Paxton, ailcl (3 )  at the localitjes eight miles southeast, 
eleven miles south-southeast, and one and one-half miles south of Grants, 
rock squirrel droppings were abundant in caves and on ledges in the mal- 
pais, but few squirrels were seen and only three collected. They were so 
wary that seldom could we get within shotgun range before they had dis- 
appeared in crevices in the lava. 
A female talren on May 28 on Porter's Raiich contained four embryos. 
Another female collected on June 7 at  Canyon Lobo Ranger Station was 
lactating. 
The three specimens at  hand from the malpais are no darlrer than the 
four specimens talcen at  light-colored sandstone cliffs near the malpais. Nor 
are these seven squirrels any darlrer than other specimens of Citellus v. 
yrammurus from localities in New Mexico and Arizona where there are no 
extensive areas of blaclrish roclr. 
The rock squirrels on the malpais, particularly those on the Agua Fria 
malpais, are by no means conipletely isolated from other habitats suitable 
for squirrel existence. Apparently the interchange of squirrels between the 
areas of light and dark substrata is sufficient to prohibit the fixation of a 
dark coloration in the lava-dwelling populations alone. 
Citellus spilosonza cryptosp~lotzcs Merriam.-Howell (1938 : 130) re- 
corded a spotted ground squirrel from Thoreau, about fifteen miles north- 
west of Bluewater, as of the race cryptospilotzcs. The species probably also 
occurs in the San Jose River Valley. 
0s are common on Gynomys gzcnnisoni az~niensis Hol1ister.-Prairie dog 
the plains around the lava beds and Mount Taylor. They avoid areas dcnscly 
covered with plant growth and occupy instead open fields supporting a 
sparse growth of rabbit brush, salt bash, and short grass. One colony was 
seen on a sage-studded flat surrounded by pinyoils at  an elevation of 8000 
feet on Horace Mesa. Two specinlens were talien at  Point of Malpais and 
three at  Agua Fria. Those collected at  Point of Malpais, on May 13, con- 
tained three and foar embryos, respectively. 
Ezctamias quadrivittatzcs quadrivittatus Say.-Two species of chipmunlr, 
quadrivittatzcs and dorsalis, are present in the vicinity of the lava beds, but 
the two are rarely found at  the same locality. Ezctamias qzcadrivittatus 
occl~rs with yellow pine, Douglas fir, and aspen 011 the upper slopes of the 
higher mountains. Ezctanzias dorsalzs is abundant at  lower elevations, where 
pinyon, in particnlar, and juniper are common. I11 places where warm situ- 
ations, as sunny, protected canyons, extend as toiigues up into cooler eleva- 
tions the two species are found together. Both were seen in the oali brush 
and yellow pines surrounding the nieaclow at  Mirabal Spring, about 9000 
feet on Mount Taylor. They frequented Fallcr~ yellow pines and rock out- 
crops partly obscured by thicli-ets of oali brush or aspen. The cheeli pouches 
of one specimen collected at  Mirabal Spring were filled with dandelion seeds. 
Eleven quadrivittatzu chipmunlis were collected at  Mirabal Spring, and 
twenty-three were secured near logs and among rock outcrops in yellow pine 
and Douglas fir forests six miles northeast of the summit of Mount Taylor. 
The breeding season for chipmunlrs was at its peak on Mount Taylor 
during the period June I to 16. Most of the cliipmui~ks seen at  Mirabal 
Spring were in pairs ; each of the several pairs collected consisted of a male 
and a female. Of the seventeen females obtained eleven were suckling 
young and four were pregnant. Nnmber of embryos recorded are two, 
three, Pour, and Sour ; the approximate average length in millimeters of each 
group of embryos per lemale is thirty, twenty, twenty-six, and twenty-eight, 
respectively. 
We saw no chipmuilks of' the s p e c k  qz~adrivi t tatz~s on the nialpais, even 
in the vicinity O F  Flagpole Crater or Porter's Ranch, where yellow pines 
were common. Only the species dorsalis was talcen there. Howell (1929 : 
83) recorded quadrivittatzu from Copperton and the Zuni Mo-tuitains, both 
of which are not over five miles from the malpais, but are several hundred 
feet higher in elevation. 
Eutnmias dorsalis dorscrlis Baird.-Wherever 117e found pinyon and 
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roclry situations this species of chipmunk was present. I t  was less abundant 
in areas where juniper was present, and rare in yellow pine forests. 
Cliffs, canyon walls, and other rocky situations which offer shelter are of 
prime importance in defining the occurrence of the species. Without excep- 
tion, all individuals of this species seen were within easy reach of roclry 
strongholds. I n  all, twenty-three were secured. Four of these were taken, 
with eleven specimens of E. q. quadrivittntus, near rocliy outcrops sur- 
rouiicled by yellow pine, aspen, and oak brush at  Mirabal Spring, about 9000 
feet on Mount Taylor. Two were collected along a creek canyon among 
pinyons and a few yellow pines a t  Canyon Lobo Ranger Station. Two 
were shot on the malllais near stands of yellow pine and pinyon on Porter's 
Ranch. The remaining fifteen were all collected in roclry situations among 
pinyon and juniper at  Shuman's Ranch, eight miles southeast of Grants, 
nine miles south-southeast of Grants, four miles west of McCartys, four 
miles west-southwest of Cebolleta, and one mile north of Cebolleta. 
There are fewer individuals on the malpais than in other roclry situa- 
tions. Their scarcity on the lava is probably prinlarily attributable to a 
lack there of a food supply adequate for supporting a large population 
throlxghont the year. It certainly is not due to a scarcity of resting and 
nesting places, for crevasses, ledges, and holes of many different sizes are 
present in abundance on the lava. 
These chipmunlrs are not easily visible on lava. Their dark gray blends 
well with the color of the substratum, and only when they move or are 
silhouetted against the slry can they be seen readily. I11 some specimens the 
paler bands of the hairs are worn off and only the blackish-plumbeous basal 
portions of the hairs remain to make the coloration of the animal blaclrish 
and similar to that of the malpais. All specimens collected were molting. 
I have records of only four lactating females and no records of pregnant 
females. The breeding season was further advanced in this species of chip- 
munlr, at least in those individuals talren in the lower altitudes. 
Sciurus fremonti.-Bailey (1931 : 76) mentioiled a specimen of chickaree 
(of the subspecies mogollonensis Mearns) talren in 1873 at  El Morro. He 
also stated that these squirrels are "common in the Mount Taylor . . . 
Mountains." l'liey are now rare there. During our two months in the 
field, of which a month was spent i11 habitat suitable for a few chiclrarees, 
we saw or heard none. Local residents reported that only occasionally was 
one seen. Their scarcity is probably attributable to the continuing destrue 
tion of habitat suitable to them. The yellow pine forests are fast becoming 
graveyards of fallen trees and dead spars as the result of extensive lumber- 
ing operations in the area. 
Sciurus aberti mimz~s Merriam.-Abert or " tassel-eared" squirrels occur 
in the yellow pine forests in the Zuni Mountains and adjoining highlands, 
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including the malpais, on Cebolleta Mesa, and in the higher parts of the San 
Mateo Mountains. Litter made by them, of scales and cores of cones and 
debarked tmrigs of yellow pines, was commoii at  Flagpole Crater, Porter's 
Ranch, Mirabal Spring, Ranchos Vallejos, and six miles northeast of Mount 
Taylor. 
Two specimens mere collected, one at  Ranchos Vallejos aiid the other six 
miles northeast of the suniinit of Mount Taylor. Both were molting and 
were in poor pelage. The specimen from Ranchos Vallejos contained two 
embryos, each 40 mm. long. 
The specimens are referred to the subspecies m i m u s ,  rather than chuscert- 
s is  Golclman (1931), on a geographic basis only. The characters differenti- 
ating ~nimacs and ch~cscensis,  mainly ones of coloration, are greatly obscured 
through wear and molt in the two specimens. 
Thomonays Oottac qlagzcaiac Hooper (1940) .-Twelve pocket goplrers of 
tlre light-colored geographic race pugacalcre were collected in the vicinity of 
Cebolleta on the flood plain of Cebolleta Creek, a tributary of the Paguate 
River. The soil there is a light tan, sandy clay alluvium that becomes hard- 
packed when dry. Gophers were collected olily in areas on the flood plain 
that were, or had been, under cultivation. Three females talien were lac- 
tating. 
A discussion of the characteristics and relationships of the pocket gophers 
in the regioii is give11 elsc~whcrc (Hooper, 1940). 
T h o m o m y s  Oottac planorqrm Hooper (1940) .-Twenty-six specimens of 
p l a ~ ~ o r z i m  were collected in situations as follo-vvs: in liglit brown, sandy-clay 
allavirrm in an alfalfa field surrounded by sage, rabbit brush, and juniper, 
one and one-half rniles southwest of Sail Mateo; in hard-paclied sandy soil 
among sage and juniper on a flat near the ~nalpais, nine miles south-south- 
east of Grants; i11 a plo~ved field near the inalpais eleven miles south-south- 
east of Grants ; among pinyon and sage in hard-paclied sandy soil containing 
a largc amount of blacli basaltic rubble, on Horace Mesa. Two females were 
lactating. 
T k o n z o ~ ~ z ? j s  Dotinc collis Hooper (1940).-T. b. collis apparently replaces 
T.  O .  planorurn at  higher elevations on the east side of the lava beds. Ten 
specimens were collected in light reddish brown sandy soil in a plowed field 
surrounded by pinyon on Shuman's Ranch, and among sage in light tan, 
driftable, sandy soil on North Plains near Point of Malpais. 
The pelage coloration of collis matches well the color of the soil in which 
it occurs. This is also true of the other races of gophers in the region. 
T h o m o m y s  fzrlvacs nzo~aclqcs Hooper (1940).-Twenty specimens of the 
dark, reddish brown T l i o m o m y s  fu lvus  nzorzclus were taken on Porter's 
Ranch on the western side of' the Agua Fria  malpais among pinyon aiid 
sage in bright, brick-red sandy soil; among yellow pine, pinyon, and sage 
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in dark sandy loam in a plowed field along Agua Fria Creek, a t  Agua Fr ia ;  
among sage in light brown sandy soil on a flat on the northwest side of 
Flagpole Crater. 
At  lower elevations Thonzomys fzclvus is replaced by Thomomys bottae. 
It apparently is not present in the yellow pine forests on Mount Taylor. 
Only specimens of a third species, [l'lzomomys talpoides, were taken there. 
Thomomys talpoides taylori Hoopcr (1940).-Twenty-six specimens of 
the dark-colored race Thomomys talpotdes taylori were talien only above 
8900 feet in the rich blackish soil of the meadows and gentle slopes among 
yellow pine, Douglas fir, aspen, and oak brush at  Mirabal Spring and six 
miles northeast of the suminit of Mount Taylor. One female contained four 
embryos, each 30 nim. long (June 5), and a second female was lactating 
(June 2). 
Perognathus flavzcs flavus Baird.-The species flavzcs is the only species 
of poelcet n~o~rse we collected. Specimens were obtained on sage-studded 
flats and plains, tvliere the soil was sandy and driftable: four miles west 
01 McCartys, eight miles southeast of Grants, nine miles south-southeast of 
Grants, and one and one-half miles east of Cebolleta. One specimen was 
taken on a grassy ledge in Zuni Canyon ; however, i t  was within two hundred 
feet of sandy cut banks. 
A specimen from four miles west of McCartys contained three embryos 
(May 20) ; a female from nine miles south-southeast of Grants contained 
two embryos (May 19). A female from one and one-half miles east of 
Cebolleta was lactatiiig (June 24). Two individuals taken at  the station 
eight niilrs southcast of Grants were nursing young (May 8) ; the cheek 
pouches of one of these contained sage leaves, soil, a wad of hair, and a 
few small bones. 
These specimens are larger and have a longer, ilarrower skull than 
specimens of flavlcs from Presidio County, Texas, and a longer, narrower 
rostr~rm than examples of fiavzts from the Huachuca Mountains, Arizona. 
In coloration, the specimens are betweell finvus from Otero County, New 
Mexico, and kopiez~szs Golclman (19320) from the Painted Desert, Arizona. 
Perognall~zcs apache.-Specimens of the apache pocket mouse (sub- 
species apache Merriam) are recorded by Bailey (1931: 278) from near 
Lagnna and Fort Wingate. The species likely also occurs in the immediate 
vicinity of the lava beds. 
Dipodomys spectabz1is.-Bailey (1931 : 260) stated that characteristic 
signs of banner-tail kangaroo rats were observed near Laguna, Cubero, and 
in a valley fifteen miles southmrest of Acoina-all localities near the lava 
beds. He recorded specimens (of the subspecies baileyi Goldman) from 
Juan Tafoya at  the eastern base of Mesa Chivato, about ten miles northeast 
of Cebolleta. 
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D/podom?js o ~ d t t  ordw Wooc1house.-The only kangaroo rats collected 
were of the species ordii. Extensive kangaroo rat  habitat was present 
only in the valley 01 tllc Xan Jose River, on North Plains aiid on the plains 
east of Bluewater. Elscwhere, except Sou sniall local areas, as along road- 
ways and a t  the bases of shrubs where sand had accamnlated, either the 
soil mas too rocky and compact to be tunneled easily by the rats or other 
conditions of environnient were not suitable lor  them. All specimens ob- 
tained were collected in sandy soil and among sage, juniper, or pinyon a t  
the lollowing localities: four miles west of McCartys, eight nliles southeast 
and nine niiles south-southeast of Grants, Shnn~aii's Ranch, and one and 
one-half niiles west of San Mateo. The specimen lrom Shuman's Ranch 
was taken at  the edge of a plowed field wl~icll was surronncled completely 
by a forest of pinyon. 
All mature females collected were either pregnant or were lactating. 
A female talcen a t  tire station eight miles southeast of Grants contanzed 
five enlbryos (May 8) .  
The speciniens are tentatively referred to the subspecies ordz~. They 
are noticeably more buffy than specimens of ordii from Lincoln and Otero 
counties, New Mexico. 
Castor canadensis.-Bailey (1931: 211) stated that beaver (of the sub- 
species frondator Mcariis) mere comnlon in the headwaters of the Zuni 
River in the "early days." I have no record of beaver i11 the immediate 
vicinity of the lava beds. 
Onychomys l~ucogaster melanophrys Merrian1.-Eight specimens of 
grasshopper niouse were collected: two at  the base of a juniper on a sandy 
flat eight miles southeast of Grants; three near pinyon, sage, and rabbit 
brush on sandy soil on the edge of North Plains near Point of Malpais; 
three at  the base of sage and rabbit brush on barti-packed, sandy clay soil 
oiie and one-half miles west of San Mateo. Four of the eight mice are in 
the bluish jnvenile pelage, tm7o of these were talcen on May 14 aiid two on 
June 12. 
The specimens approach Onychomys lrucogaster rzctdosae Stone and 
Rehn, known to me by speciniens from southeastern Arizona and southern 
New Mexico, in the shape of the skull; it is narrower throughout than j u  
melanop7zrys from Winslow, Arizona. 
Reitkrodontomys megalotis axtectcs Allen.-Harvest mice are rare in the 
region. Only two specimens were collected. One was talien on a rocky 
ledge sparsely covered with short grass and studded with juniper, pinyon, 
and cliff rose in Zuni Canyon. The other was trapped about fifty yards 
from a grass-lined irrigation ditch on hard roclcy ground on an open north- 
facing hillside, one and one-half miles southwest of San Mateo; rocks offered 
the only cover on the hillside, exclusive of scattered junipers and pinyons. 
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The rarity of harvest Inice in the region is probably due, in large part, to 
the scarcity of habitat suitable for them. For the most part, grass, weeds, 
and other low-lying vegetation that might serve as cover for harvest mice is 
sparse ancl is lrept grazed almost to the ground by domestic stock. 
Peron7ysczcs maniczclattcs rzcfinus Merriam.-Specimens of the species 
Pcronzysczcs nzaniculatzcs were talren at  each locality where mouse or rat  
traps were set. The species is represented by inore individuals, however, 
in situations where the roclr-inhabiting species of Pet,onzysctcs, namely, trzcei, 
naszctzcs, and boylii, occur rarely or are entirely absent. Thus, these mice 
were talren in greatest numbers in the fairly open forests of yellow pine, 
aspen, and oak brush on Monilt Taylor aiid among sage on sandy desert 
flats. Sonie iiiclividuals of the species n.zaniczclatzu were taken several hun- 
drecl feet within the nlalpais; however, more frequently the species was 
collected near the edge of the malpais, where i t  joins the desert plains. 
I have records of eight lactating ancl three pregnant females; the preg- 
nant females corltaiiied Sour, five, and six embryos, respectively. 
I n  all, ninety-four specimens were collected. I n  the characters of 
coloration, which differentiate rzcfinzcs from blandus Osgood, these specimens 
are nearer rz~finzcs, but definitely grade toward blundus. They resemble 
blandus particularly in the pinkish buff pelage, which is lighter and less 
pinkish than in rlcfinlcs. The gray pelage, however, is darker than in 
blandus and laclrs the piiilrish tint characteristic of that race. I can see no 
characters which will separate malpais-taken specimens from specimens 
talren outside the malpais, nor do I find constant differences between the 
specimens from 9000 fect on Mount Taylor and those from an elevation of 
around 6300 feet on the surrounding desert. 
Peronzyscus boylii rowleyi Allen.-Mice of the species Peromyscus boylii 
were comparatively rare in the region. Only ten of the one hundred and 
thirteen specimens of the species P. boylii, P .  truei, and P. nasutus collected 
are of the species boylii. All were taken only where P.  naszctus or P. truei  
occurred, ncver where both were absent. No more than one specimen was 
talicii a t  a locality, except in Zuni Canyon aiid four miles west-southwest 
of Cebolleta, where two and four, respectively, were secured. Localities 
and situations of occurrence are as follows: in Zuni Canyon, on a roclry 
bench among scattered juniper, pinyon, and cliff rose ; near Flagpole Crater, 
on the edge of the malpais among yellow pine and pinyon; eight miles 
southeast of Grants, on the malpais near apache plume and juniper; a t  
Point of Malpais, on the malpais near pinyon; one and one-half miles south- 
west of San Mateo, on a north-facing rocky slope sparsely covered with 
juniper, pinyon, and sage; four miles west-southwest of Cebolleta, at the 
shaded base of a cliff among oalr, yellow pine, currant, and sage. Roclry 
situations are essential to Ooylii as they are to truei  and nasutus. 
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A fernale collected on June 10 one and one-half miles southwest of 
San Mateo was lactating. One talien on June 20 four miles west-southwest 
of Cebolleta contained three embryos, each 25 mm. long. 
None of the three specimens collected on the inalpais is darker than 
the specimens taken on lighter-colored substrata. 
Peronzysc~is t r z~e i  traccz Shufe1dt.-Mice 01 the species Peromyscus truei  
were taken in roclry situations anlong juniper and pinyon at  the following 
localities: Canyon Lobo Ranger Station, four miles west of McCai-tys, eight 
miles southeast of Grants, Shi~inan's Ranch, one and one-half miles south- 
west of San Mateo, and four miles vest-soiithwest of Cebolleta. The species 
was taken most frequently i11 warm situations, reached by the rays of the 
sun lor much of the day, as on south-facing slopes or canyon walls where 
juniper was common. I t  was trapped at  light sandstone cliffs, dark 
weathered Tertiary lava, and on blaclr liecent malpais. I t  was taken in 
greatest numbers ontside the malpais. 
I have records of three lactating females and three pregnant females; 
each pregnant female contained four embryos. 
The ecologic niches occupied by Peromyscus trzcei, P. naszctus, and P. 
boylii are not sharply distinct from each other in north~vestern New Mexico. 
The three species were repeatedly talren in the same trap line set in rela- 
tively uniform habitat. All three species apparently require roclry areas 
or cliffs and are associatetl with pinyon and juniper. Apparently, both 
P. naszctus and P. boylii are tolerant of a wider range of environmental 
conditions, however, as indicated by the occilrrence of the species in more 
varied situations and within \vider limits of altitude than P. truei. Both 
naszclus and boylii were collected among yellow pines near Flagpole Crater, 
whereas t r z~e i  was not. At  lower elevations, in the juilipcr belt, truei  was 
talren, but commonly only outside the malpais. Only Sour of the thirty- 
three specimens of trzcei collccted were talren on the malpais, whereas forty- 
eight of the seventy specimens of nasutus were collected there. 
The spccimeiis taken on the nialpais are no darker than, or otherwise 
appreciably different from, specimens collected on near-by light-colored 
sandstone cliffs. Neither does the series of thirt,y-three specimens collected 
in this region differ from ot,her series of P. t .  truei  talren from areas in 
New Mexico and Arizona where there are no extensive areas of dark roclis. 
Peromysczu naszctus nasuizcs Allen.-The species Peromyscus nasutus, 
like P. boylii and P.  trzcei, is closely confined to rocky situations in the 
pinyon and juniper belts, occurring only locally at  higher elevations among 
yellow pine and not at  all out on the open desert or plains. Among 
boulders, a t  cliffs, and particularly on the malpais, i t  was the most abundant 
rodent. Specimens were collected in Zuni Canyon, one mile north of 
Cebolleta, eight miles southwest of Grants, nine lniles south-southwest of 
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Grants, one and one-half miles south of Grants, a t  Flagpole Crater, and at  
Porter's Ranch. 
All specimens are adults, and all were in process of molting when talien. 
Most of the females were pregnant or were lactating. The number of 
embryos per pregnant female varied from three to five and averaged four. 
I n  all, seventy specimens of nasutus were obtained, forty-eight from the 
rnalpais and dark lava and twenty-two from lighter substrata. The speci- 
mens from the malpais a t  Flagpole Crater and a t  Porter's Ranch average 
slightly darlier than the remainder of the specimens. There is no consistent 
difference in coloration, however, between the specimens from the malpais 
and those from lighter substrata. Many specimens from the malpais are 
as pale as those from outside the lava. 
The extremes of dark coloration and extensive pigmentation are to be 
seen, however, in the forty-eight specimens from the malpais. Twenty-four 
(34 per cent) of the seventy specimens obtained show distinct, cinnamon 
pectoral areas. Twenty-two of the tweaty-four (92 per cent) were talren 
on the nlalpais and two of the twenty-four (8 per cent) a t  a sandstone cliff. 
T~LIS, 46 per cent (22/48) of all nasutus talren on the malpais have cinnamon 
pectoral areas, and only 9 per cent (2/22) of those from light-colored sub- 
strata show those areas. The darkest specimen collected was talcen on 
lava, too, not on a lighter substratum. This specimen (U. M. M. Z. No. 
82210) from the lava field a t  Grants, is easily as dark and as extensively 
pigmented as specimens of griseus Benson (1932) from the lava fields in the 
Tularosa Basin. I n  mass, the entire upper surface of the head and body 
is Darlc Mouse Gray. The terminal black bands are wide and snbapical 
light bands narrow and containing comparatively little cinnamon pigment. 
The basal three-fourths of the head and body hairs are Blackish Plumbeous. 
The hairs of the entire ventral surface are tipped with Vinaceous-Cinnamon 
except in a small area around the anus; there the hairs are tipped with 
white. The hairs of the toes and of a small spot a t  each heel are white; 
the remainder of the hairs of the feet are duslry. The tail is brown above 
and white ventrally. 
This blaclcish specimen approaches the extreme of darlr and extensive 
pigmentation toward which some of the other specimens from the lava beds 
may be tending in their increase of pigmentation in the pectoral region. 
The difference in coloration and pigmentation between this specimen and 
the other specimens obtained, however, is great. None of the other speci- 
mens 01 nasutus approaches it closely in coloration. 
I can find no characters of the slcull which will separate the specimens 
from the malpais from those taken on the lighter substrata, nor do I see 
cranial characters which will distiliguish the entire series from a series of 
nasutus from E l  Paso Couiity, Colorado, or from a second series of the same 
race from Lincoln and Otero counties, New Mexico. 
Ncotonta ?~zicropa~s canescens Allen.-A single juvenile specimen, tenta- 
tively identified as micropus, was collected on May 6 among apache plume, 
juniper, and sage at  the edge of the nialpais, eight miles southeast of Grants. 
The habitat in which the aniiiial was talren is one not usually associated with 
the species, and the locality is probably the westernmost from which the spe- 
cies has been recorded. 
Neotoma akbiga~la a l l~ lg~rla  Hart1cy.-Thirty-seven white-throated wood 
rats, thirteen males and twenty-four females, were collected. Most were 
taken at  their nests aillong pinyon and juniper in rocliy situations, such as 
on the malpais, along the face of a cliff, in outcrops, or among large boulders, 
but a Sew were trapped at  nests out on the sandy desert at  the bases of cane 
cacti and junipers. We saw no sign ol wood rats out on the sandy desert 
flats wllere cane cactus, pinyon, and juniper TI-cre ahscnt. 
Specimens were collected one and one-halE miles south of Grants, eight 
miles southeast of Grants, nine niilcs south-southcast of Grants, a t  Slruman's 
Ranch, four miles west of McCartys, at  Canyon Lobo Ranger Station, one 
and one-half miles southwest of San Mateo, four miles west-southwest of 
Ccbolleta, and one niile north of Cebolleta. In all, ten specimens were 
taken on the main masses of nialpais, four on small islands of lava sur- 
rounded by desert, and twenty-three i11 situations off the blaclr lava masses. 
I have records of five pregnant and lour lactating females. Each preg- 
nant  lei~lale contained two embryos. 
There is considerable variation in coloration in the specimens. The dark- 
est, most extensively pigmented specimens are from the lava mass near 
Grants. The mass effect of these specimens is near Sayal Brown dorsally, 
Cinnamon on the sides and lateral portions of the throat, Vinaeeous-Cinna- 
rrion on the belly and tlnclerslxrfaces of the legs, pure white on the throat, 
111-rasl, upper surfaces of the feet, undersurface of the tail, and in the 
inguinal region, Slate-Blacli- on tlie upper surface of the tail and Neutral 
Gray on the face and forehead; the hind feet are lightly waslied with dusky 
to the toes. The blaclr terminal bands of the dorsal hairs are wide, obscur- 
ing much of the narrower, subapical bands of Pinlrish Cii1namon and giving 
a grizzled black and cinnamon appearance to the upper surface. 011 the 
sides the black band is present on fewer hairs and finally on tlie sides of 
the belly i t  is entirely absent. The bases of the belly hairs are Deep Neu- 
tral Gray-as are the bases of all the other hairs of the body except those 
on the upper surface of the tail, the feet, chin, throat, and inguinal re,' ~ o l i -  
and the distal halves are rich Vinaceous-Cinnamon. Hairs having a sub- 
terminal cinnamon band are present over much of thc body, but are absent 
on the chin, throat, tipper part of the tail, surfaces of the fcet, and in the 
inguinal region. 
The palest, least extensively pigmented specimen is from nine miles 
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south-southeast of Grants on an arm of the Agaa Fria malpais. The mass 
coloration of the specimen is Cinnamon-Buff dorsally, Light Pinkish Cinna- 
nlon on the cheeks and dorsal two-thirds of the sides onlr, white on the 
tu~clerl~a~ts ,  feet, ventral half of the tail, and ventral third of the sides, and 
Fnscous or Hair Brown on the dorsal half of the tail. Few dorsal hairs 
have the black termi~ial band, when compared with the number possessing 
the blaclr band in the clarliest specimens from the nlalpais at  Grants; the 
light subapical band is, therefore, exposed more and the mass effect is con- 
siderably lighter. Bairs possessiiig the black bands are almost entirely 
restricted to the middorsal region of the body ; scarccly any are present on 
the dorsal two-thirds of t11e sides and none on the lower third. The light 
bands of the hairs are Pinkish Buff on the dorsal surface of the body and 
on the cheeks and Light Piilkish Cinnamon on the mmp, upper surfaces of 
the legs, and dorsal two-thirds of the sides. The hairs of the belly, legs, and 
ventral third of the sides are white for their distal half and, lilre the hairs 
of the dorsal surface, Plumbeous basally. The hairs of the feet, throat, 
breast, inguinal region, and undersurface of the tail are white throughout. 
The coloration of the remainder of the specimens collected is between 
the extremes as given above. Some of the specimens are darlr dorsally and 
white ventrally; some have pinkish cinnamon areas on the sides of the 
throat; some have a very dark dorsal tail stripe and yet are comparatively 
pale on the upper surface of the body. 
The darkest, most extensively pigmented specimen is similar to speci- 
mens of sheldolzi Goldman from the Pinacate Mountains, Arizona. I t  is by 
no means as dark or as extensively pigmented as specimens of nzelas Dice 
(1929) from the Tularosa Lava Beds of souther11 New Mexico. The palest 
specimen is almost as light as specimens of mearnsi  Goldman from the 
Sonoran Desert of southwestern Arizona. 7'he variatioii in color of the 
entire series collected is sufficient to bridge the gaps rather evenly from the 
blaclrish, extensively pigmented ntelas, through the dark sheldoni to the 
light, comparatively little pigmented nzearnsi. 
Of the specimens collected, the seven from tlle lava field at  Grants are 
the darlrest and most extensively pigmented. No specimen from there is 
lighter in tint, as buft'y in hue, anti any less extensively pigmented than the 
darlrest, most reddish, and most extensively pigmented specimen taken 
~lsewlrere in the region. This relatively ixniform dark coloration may well 
be correlated wit11 a comparatively complete isolation of the rats of this lava 
field Irorn the rats from other areas, including the Agna Pria malpais. The 
lava field a t  Grants is surrounded by a band of sandy desert one-llalf mile 
to five miles in width, country not well suited to albigz~la wood rats. Olily 
a t  two restricted places, in length not more than one-tenth the total distance 
aroniicl the field, does the nialpais approach to within one-half mile of rocky 
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juniper-studded areas where these rats might be expected to occur coin- 
nionly, and where movemelit of individuals between the areas of light aiid 
blaclc substrata might be fairly corninon. 
The specimens of albigzcla from the Agua Fria malpais, which is ~liucli less 
isolated lrom neighboring habitats suitable for albigula wood rats, skiow no 
uniform tendency to inatch the color oP tile substratum. Individuals lighter 
than average albigula, others darlrer than average, occur both on the nlalpais 
and on neighboring light-colored substrata. Thirteen individuals are a t  
hand from the vicinity of tlie Agua Fria srialpais-talcen on tlle lava, a t  a 
sandstone clil'f no more than one-third of a iliile from the malpais and a t  
places contiguous with it, or on the desert between the malpais and tlie cliff. 
Two specimens from the salidstone cliff and one from the desert flat about 
fifty yards from the malpais are about as dark as the specimens from the lava 
field a t  Grants. Two other specimens, one from the malpais and the other 
Prom the salidstone cliffs, are the lightest a l b i g ~ ~ l a  collected. The coloratioli 
of each of the other eight specimens falls wlitliin these tm7o extremes. Thus, 
variation in coloration is apparently greater on the Agua Fria lava field than 
on the field near Grants. Agaa Fria  populations are less isolated froni 
popnlations living on light-colored substrata than are the popnlations living 
on the lava field near Grants. 
As a series, the thirty-seven slrins collected average clarlcer than twenty 
slrills of alOzyz~7a from Pima and Pi~ia l  counties, Arizona. In  cranial 
characters also the series is distinctive; the spread of the zygomata averages 
greater, tile nasals are shorter and broacler anteriorly, and the auditory 
bullae are smaller than in a series of forty-seven sknlls of albigula from 
Pima, Pinal, Coconino, and Cochise counties, Arizona. 
Neotoma stephensi relicla Gold~iian ( 1 9 3 2 ~ )  .-Goldnian (1910 : 8 1 )  
listed a specimen of wood rat, taken on the ~iialpais near Grants, under tlie 
name Neotorna lepida stcphe.lzsi Goldman. This specimen, he noted, is 
"unl~snally dark, eve11 for stephensi." Later ( 1 9 3 2 ~ :  67), Ile recorded a 
specimen from Blaewater, wliidi may be the same specinien recorded at  tlie 
earlier date Jrom Grants. Tile only wood rats we collected on the lava field 
at  Grants were of the species hTeolorr~a lDig?~la. On May 20, however, we 
took a small juvenile stephensi among sage, juniper, and pinyon, and scat- 
tered nialpajs on the sandy bottosnlands of the San Jose River, four miles 
west of McCartys. 
The relationships of the "lepzda," "dcscrlorzcm," '(stephensi," and 
other rats of the "lepida group" have been obscure for some time and are 
still not well understood. Goldman ( 1 9 3 2 ~ )  considered N.  lepida and N.  
desertorurn conspecific and N .  stcphc7zsi spccifically distinct. At  the same 
time he applied the nanie N .  s. rclicta to the race that was previously lcnown 
as Neotowaa I .  lepida. The characters diffcrciitiatisig the species stephensi 
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from the species lepida are subtle, and the two species eventually probably 
will again be considered conspecific. For the present I follow the conclu- 
sions of the latest reviewer of the " lep ida  group" (Goldman, 1932a) and 
treat s tep l~ens i  as a distinct species. 
Neoloma mexicana fallax Merriam.-The Mexican wood rat  is more 
closely restrictccl to rocks and clilfs than the white-throated wood rat and is 
present in greater numbers at  higher altitudes, among yello~v pine. I t  was 
talcen a t  several localities aniolig juniper and sage, bat  xvas less common 
there than the white-throated wood rat, and, nnlilre that species, was not 
I'oand ont on the sancly desert at  the base of cane cactus or juniper. The 
habitat preferences of the two species were well demonstrated a t  rocliy out- 
crops around a wet meadow four iniics west-southwest of Cebolleta. N. mexi-  
cana occurred along the outcrop that was well shaded with a dense growth 
of oak, yellow pine, pinyon, sage, and cnrrant. N .  alb iy~t la  inhabited a sec- 
ond, more exposed outcrop, poorly shaded by cottoliwood, pinyoii, and juni- 
per. Specimens were collected at  Ellagpole Crater, a t  Porter's Xaiich, a t  
Zuni Canyon, eight miles southeast of Grants, nine miles south-southeast of 
Grants, Point of Malpais, one and one-half miles southwest of San Mateo, 
four miles west-southwest of Cebolleta, and one mile north of Cebolleta. 
Nests and other signs ol wood rats, presuniably of this speeies, were seen 
along a shaded rock outcrop at  Mirabal Spring, about 9000 feet on Mount 
Taylor. 
I n  all forty-three specimens, twenty-seven males and sixteen females, 
were collected; of these, thirty are from the malpais and thirteen from out- 
side the malpais. Many of the adult females were lactating, and some were 
pregnant. I have bat t-wo records of pregnancy; a female talten on May 29 
and another collected on Julie 20 each contained two embryos. 
As in albigula the coloration of the specimens varies considerably, rang- 
ing from light buff dorsally and white ventrally to dark gray or grayish 
black dorsally and pinkish cinnamon ventrally. The light buff dorsal colora- 
tion is not necessarily accompanied by white ventral coloration ; some speci- 
mens that are buffy dorsally have a suf£nsion of pinkish cinnamon over the 
entire ventral surface. Likewise, the dorsal gray is sometimes accompanied 
by white underparts. There is a gradual gradation between the extremes of 
coloration. If this gradation did not exist the species might well be con- 
sidered dichromatic, the light specimens a buff phase and the dark specimens 
a gray phase. 
The darkest specimen has the teeth well worn, but i t  is apparently 
partially in juvenile pelage; it was collected on the Agua Fria  malpais on 
Porter's Ranch. I t  is Dusky Neutral Gray dorsally and Mouse Gray ven- 
trally. The feet are Pale Mouse Gray. The under surface of the taiI is 
Pallid Mouse Gray, and the upper surface near Deep Mouse Gray. The 
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hairs of the dorsal portion of the bocly are Blaclr~sh Plunibcous for about 
three-fourths of their length; this long basal portion subtends a narrow 
band of Pinlrish Buff, which in turn is basal to a wider terminal band of 
black. On the sides of the body the black band is present on fewer hairs and 
veiitrally it is entirely laclting, the Piiiliish Buff band becoming the terminal 
band. 
The clarlcest, most extensively pigmented specinien in full adult pelage 
is from an area one and one-half miles southwest of San Mateo where darlr 
basaltic rocks are mixecl with light sandstone boulders. I t  is but slightly 
darlrcr and no more extensively pigmented, however, than several specinlens 
in adult pelage from the i~ialpais on Porter's Itanclt. The mass effect of the 
upper surface of t41c bocly is grizzled black and Cinnamon-Buff and the 
under surface is Pinlrish Cinnamon. The feet and lower part of the tail are 
white, the ankles are surrounded by a band of Light Pinlrish Cinnamon, the 
outer snrfaces of the hind legs and the tail are Fuscous, and the sicles of the 
throat are Pinkish BuE. The terminal blacli bands are longer that the snb- 
terminal Cinnamon-Buff bands on the hairs of the dorsal snrface; the re- 
mainjng basal two-thirds of the hairs are Blackish Plun~beous. Tlle hairs 
of the ventral surface are Blackish Plumbeous basally and Piiiliisll Cinna- 
nion or white distally; the Pinkish Cinnamon is concentrated in the pectoral 
region and across the belly. 
The palest specimen obtained is also fro111 one and om-half iniles south- 
west of San Mateo. I t  is, however, but slightly paler than five specimens 
from the malpais at  Flagpole Crater aiid eight miles southeast of Grants. 
I ts  illass coloration is Pinlrish Cinnamon dorsally and white ventrally. As 
compared with the darlrest specimen described above, on the dorsal surface 
there are fewer black-tipped hairs and the subapical Cinnamon-Buff band is 
considerably wider ; the Piilliish Cinnamon-tipped hairs of the ventral sur- 
face are restricted to a narrow band in the pectoral re,' wion. 
The tendency for the rats from the malpais to be darlrest and most esten- 
sively pigmented, particularly on the ventral surface of the body and on the 
feet, is indicated in the adult pelage, but is best seen in the juvenile pelage. 
Thirteen specimens in juvenile pelage are at  hand, six from the malpais and 
seven from lighter-colored substrata. Each of those from the malpais is 
much darlier than ally one from o~rtsicle the malpais. I1our of them are 
Pinlrish Cinnamon over the entire ventral surface of the body, three have an  
iiidistiiictly bicolor tail, three have sliglrtly dlxsky feet, aiid one has the tips 
of the toes blaclr. I n  the specinleiis talren on the lighter substrata the Pink- 
ish Cinnamon o£ the ventral surface, when present, is restricted to the pec- 
toral region, the tail is distinctly bicolor, and the feet and toes are white. 
The specimeiis at  hand are too few to allow one to state with a fair degree 
of certainty that the juvenile pelage in this species has progressed further 
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than the adult pelage in the development of darli coloration on the malpais. 
The Iact that the contrast between the juveiiile pelages on and ontside the 
nialpais is greater than the contrast between the adult pelages on and out- 
side the nialpais suggests that the juvenile coat may be evolving dark colora- 
lion and extensive pigmentation a t  a rate more rapid than that for the adult 
pelage. That the juvenile coat in these rats niay be modified without the 
adnlt coat being affected in thc sanie way or by the same amount, and that 
the two pelages niay be iizfl~~eiiced by different genetic factors, is suggested 
by the work of Snmner (1924 : 477) and Clarlc (1938 : 3 4 )  on Peronztjscus. 
The juvenile coats of ' ' Hairless" aiid "Nude" mice are normal, but subse- 
qneiit coats are co~isiderably modified. 
The hypothesis that dark coloration evolves more rapidly in the juvenile 
pelage than in the adult, i11 those lava-dwelling niainmals which are tending 
to develop dark-colored races, fits with the theory of concealiiig coloration 
ancl selective predation employed by Bensoii (1933) to explain the develop- 
ment of dark races of mammals on lava fields. Selective predation, if i t  is 
active in directing the evolution of dark coloration, should have its maximum 
effect 011 the juvenile pelage. I t  is probably during the season of year when 
most individuals of the prey spccies are in juvenile pelages that the greatest 
number of individuals of that prey species is removed. The young animals 
are the principal breeding stocli for the following year. If more conceal- 
ingly colored than "iior~nal" colored young survive the height of the preda- 
tion period and live to breed the next year, the proportion of concealingly 
colored to "normal" young should be greater, and so on season after season. 
Under this liypothesis selection for coiicealingly colored rats in adult 
pelage w o ~ ~ l d  be expected to proceed concurrently with selection for those in 
juvenile pelage; however, i t  probably would not effect the darli concealing 
coloration as rapidly. The old adult rats probably escape predators more 
often than clo the youiiger, less experienced juveniles, aiid selection of thosb 
adnlts ~vhich are concealiiigly colored would be slower, though over a long 
period of time no less efficient. 
Unfortunately, I have no juveiiile specimens from the malpais of Neotonza 
albigzcla or Peronayscus ?zaszctzcs, two other species in which there is an indi- 
cation of a developinelit of a darli race on the malpais, and thus cannot test 
this lrypothesis in those species. 
The forty-three specimens, as a series, agree in their dorsal coloratioil 
and their cranial cllaracters with a series of fallax from Otero and Lincoln 
counties, New Mexico. They average darlier dorsally than a series of 
twenty-one nzcxicana Eairci from extreme southeastern Arizona and western 
Texas and a series of seven pinctorzcnz Merriam from San Francisco Moun- 
tain, Arizona. Eight specimens, however, are as light or are lighter than 
the palest specimens 01 either pinetorzcm or mexicana. The amount of ven- 
tral pigmentation is greater in my series than in the other series of fallax or 
in  the series of nzcsica?za or pineforzcva. The diagnostic characters of ~tzo- 
pinatus given by its authorit., Golclllian (1933: 471), clo not \\ell appl?~ to 
the series. 
J!licrotz~s pe7~~1sylvai~iczrs.-Bailey (1931: 200) mentioned the prcsence 
of a colony of N~crolzcs p e ~ ~ ~ z s ~ j l v a n i c z ~ s  w~odcstzcs Baird a t  San Rafael. 
Microtz~s 1ongicaz~clzcs.-Bailey (1931 : 196) stated that he "found evident 
traces of this species" i a  the Zuni Mountailis and on Mount Taylor. Appar- 
ently, he examined no speciniens Pro111 those mountains. 
J f icro t lu  ?iac~icantw mo~jollonc~zsis  n9earns.-A single specinien of 
Microlzcs nzelricanus was collected among clxrrant, sage, oak brush, and ycl- 
low pines a t  the edge of a marshy nieadow near the base of a rocky cliff f o i ~ r  
miles west-southwest oS Cebolleta. This was the only specimen of nieadow 
mouse obtained. Bailey (1931: 204) mentioned that Hollister caught two 
specimens of M. r n ~ x i c a n ~ ~ s  a t  Agua Fr ia  Spring and twelve specinleiis in  a 
damp grassy area a t  an elevation of about 9000 feet on Mount Taylor. We 
saw no signs of them in the moist nleadows on Mount Taylor. Extensive 
grazing by cattle has reduced meadow mouse cover and probably has diniin- 
ished their populations niarliedly. 
Ondalra eibe1hica.-Muskrat n~orkings were abundant along the water- 
ways from the springs a t  San Rafael and along the canal draining the 
springs arising on the wcstern edge of the Acoina Indian Rcscrvation, about 
f o ~ r r  miles west of McCartys. The banks of the canals a t  both these situa- 
tions were literally ricldlcd with burrows made by muskrats, but few of the 
burrows had been used recently. Local residents assured me that muslrrats 
had inhabited these ~vater~vays a t  least dnring the past forty years. A 
single slrnll was picked np  a t  San Rafael. 
E r c t l ~ i z o n  cpirn?ztha~?ra coztesi Mcarns.-Porcnpincs or their worliings 
mere seen a t  every collecting station where there were pinyons or yellow 
pines. I n  some areas, as near Flagpole Crater, droppings and splinters 
from their gna~vings could be found under almost every pinyon and often 
under yellow pine and jt~niper. The pinyon, however, seenis to bear the 
brunt of their attacks in the region. Ea~icliers reported that in  sumnier por- 
cupines from adjoining forests readily enter fields planted to corn, alfalfa, 
and other crops. One rancher told me he killed fifty-two porcupines xvithin 
a month's time in  his cornfield ! 
Afanville saw a porcupine abont seven o'cloeli one morning a t  the nioutll 
of a s~nal l  caw, f o l ~ r  111ilcs west-southwest of San Mateo. Late that eveaing 
he Sound the porcnpine a t  the same spot and apparently in  the same posture. 
Another was seen in  a cave i a  sandstone cliffs one mile north of Cebolleta. 
Speci~neiis were collcctccl as follows: a slreleton foulid in  a cave on the 
periphery of tlrc malpais a t  Point of Malpais; n large male shot a t  the base 
of a c l u ~ l ~ p  of apache plnnic on the edge of the malpais; a lactatiiig female 
killed in an  alfalfa field, one and one-half miles southniest of San Mateo. 
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The ilumerous caves i11 the malpais apparently are used extensively as ref- 
uge sites by the spcciea. 
Lepus cal~for?~icus lez~arbz*.s Waterhouse.-Jack rabbits are common in 
open to semiopen areas in which sage, rabbit brush, juniper, or pinyon grows. 
They were not seen in rocky situations, s ~ ~ c h  as outcrops, cliffs, or malpais 
or in the dense forests of yellow pine, Douglas fir, aspen, or oak brush. 
Specimens were talcen a t  Porter's Ranch, one and one-half miles southwest 
of San Mateo, and two miles east of Grants aloiig highway U. 8. 66. 
Sylvilagus nz~tiallii pinetis Allen.-Nelson (1909 : 211) recorded two 
specimens from Coppcrtoa, near Mount Sedgwick in the Zuni Mountains. 
The species also probably occurs in the yellow pine ancl Douglas fir forests on 
Mount Taylor. 
S!ylvilagus audubonii cedrophilus Nelson.-The species Sylvilagus audu- 
bolzii is the more common of the two species of cottontail occurring in the 
region. I t  is characteristic of the flats, slopes, and mesas studded with 
pinyon and juniper. We found the species to be most abundant on flats 
grown to short grass, rabbit brush, and sage and immediately adjoining the 
malpais. Such situations apparently afforded optimum conditions of food, 
and nesting and hiding places. Individuals were seen on the malpais, but 
only on the smoother not greatly elevated portions and never over two or 
three hundred feet within the lava field. I n  each instance when a rabbit 
was started from its foraging activities on ground near the malpais i t  invari- 
ably headed for a retreat in the malpais. 
Specimens were collected a t  Porter's Ranch, eight miles southeast of 
Grants, Point of Malpais, and one and one-half miles southwest of San Mateo. 
Odocoileacs l~e?7zionws.-Local residents informed us that deer are becom- 
ing less abundant, because of the increased number of hunters and the re- 
moval of plant cover as the result of lumbering operations. Cecil Moore 
showcd 11s a set of mule deer antlers lonnd in a cave in the malpais near 
Flagpole Crater. We saw deer tracks on Porter's Ranch and had reports of 
deer on Mount Taylor. Bailey (1931: 29) listed specimens froin the vicin- 
ity of the  lava beds under the subspecific name rnacrotis Say. 
Antilocapra americana.-Whereas pronghorns formerly ranged over 
niost of the plains country, they now are found only in restricted areas. A 
resident of Grants stated that pronghorns occurred on the plains north of 
Mount Taylor and Mesa Chivato, introduced there a "few years" previous 
to 1939. 
Ovis cauadensis.-Bailey (1931 : 21) referred the mountain sheep of the 
lnalpais and Zuni Mountains to the race 0 .  c. mezicana Merriam on the basis 
of two heads, from the malpais, examined by him. Skulls of niountain 
sheep are occasionally found a t  the bottom of crevasses or in caves in the 
malpais. We heard of several and saw two found by Cecil Moore in a cave 
near Flagpole Crater. 
I t  is coinmoll knowledge ainoiig mammalogists that on a lava flow a dark 
coloration which simulates the color of the lava appears chiefly, if not entirely, 
aniong those populatioils 01 a species of mammal 1i7hich tend to be restricted 
to the flow. Popinlations of illany othcr species of mannnals not restricted 
tend to be unaffectecl. Wide-ranging kinds, sach as the coyote and the com- 
mon white-footed mouse, do not differentiate into dark races on lava beds 
because, i t  is commonly believed, the lava-dwclling populations are not suf- 
ficiently isolated from popnlatiorls ontside the lava beds, and the dark colora- 
tion is thus not permitted to become fixecl j11 the lava-dwelling aiiimals alone, 
but is scattered through the populations both on and outside the lava beds. 
Eight species of mamrnals occur on the Grants malpais, Agua Fria  mal- 
pais, and in other roclcy situations, but are chiefly absent from adjoining 
sandy desert plains. Thesc are : Citcllzcs vuriegutzcs, Ez~ lamias  dorsalis, 
Pcronzysczcs boylii, Pcrort~yscacs truei, Peromyscz~s  n a s u t w ,  Neoto?na albi- 
gula, Neotot?za stephensi, and Neotonza nzexicana. In not one of these spe- 
cies, except possibly N .  stcphcnsi, are all the inclividnals from the malpais 
darker and rriore cxteiisively pigiiiented than the individuals outside the 
malpais. 
I n  C .  varicgat7cs, E. dorsnl~s ,  1'. bo?jlii, ancl P. t r ~ c ~ i  there is n o  indication 
of the de~relopniciit oL darlc raccs on tlie riialpais; nialpais-taken specimens 
are iiiclistinguishable from those collected outside the malpais. 
I11 the series of seventy specimens of Y. naszclus obtained, of which forty- 
eight are llrom the malpais, only one ilidivirlual is any darlcer than typical 
P .  n. nasut~cs.  This individual agrces in coloration with the darliest speci- 
men of P. n .  gvisezcs at  hancl from the n~alpais in the Tnlarosa Basin, New 
Mexico. 
Only one specimen of Nco ton~a  strphensi  from the malpais is presci-ved 
in collections, as far  as I know. This specimen, Goldman said (1910 : 81), 
"is nnnsually dark even for stephensi" [= N. stephensi rclicta] . This single 
specimcn affords little reason for assumiiig that all steplzensi rats from the 
malpais are dark; morSe likely, that species reacts witli respect to coloratiori 
mnch as do Pcronzysc~cs ~zus~ctzc.~, ATcolo~na l l ) i g ~ ~ l a ,  and AT. n z~x i cana ,  in each 
of which some individuals arc dark and some are light. 
The specimelis of Neotonta albiglrln vary coiisiderably in coloration. 
Thirty-sevcn specimens were preserved, distribi~ted as follows: ten from the 
Grants and ilgna Fria malpais, foixr 011 small islancls of lava surrounded by 
sandy desert ancl twenty-three in situations oatsicle the malpais. Seven of 
the ten specimens from the malyais are all darlier than average albiyula 
(the race). The coloration of the other three specimens is about average 
for albigula. Three of the total of twenty-seven specimens from ontside the 
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malpais arc darker than average al6igzcla. Thus, 70 per cent of the malpais- 
taken specimens are darker and more extensively pigmented than the average 
albiyzcla, but 9 per cent of the specimens froin ozktside but also near the mal- 
pais are also darker than average, resembling the darli malpais specimens. 
Darli individuals, thus, occur predominantly on the nialpais, but are not 
entirely restricted thcre, and coiisidcrable variation in coloration is found 
both on the malpais and on the lighter-colored rocliy substrata neighboring 
it. 
Neotoma mexicana has a raiige in variation of coloration similar to that 
seen in N .  a l h i g ~ ~ l a ,  except that the darlier more extensively pigmented adult 
pelages apparently are less restricted to the malpais. Forty-three specimens 
were preserved, thirty from the malpais and thirteen from outside the mal- 
pais. In  proportion to the number froni each of these two situations -there 
are almost as many of the dark, more extensively pigmented specimens from 
outside the malpais as there are from the malpais. The darkest specimen in 
adult pelage, which has cinnamon pigment distributed over most of the 
underparts, is from an area where there is no black lava, fifteen miles from 
the malpais. I t  is, howcver, closely similar to several others Prom the mal- 
pais. The palest, least pigniented specimen is from the same locality, but 
it, too, is but sliglitly paler than five speciinens from the malpais. Adult 
pelages of nzc.ricana, thus, exhibit considerable variation in coloration and 
in the distribution of the pigmentation of the body. The darlier adult 
pelages Pail to be restricted to the malpais. 
The juvenile pelage presents a different picture. Thirteen specimens ii1 
juvenile pelage are a t  hand, six from the malpais and seven from neighboring 
lighter-colorecl substrata. All those from the nialpais are darker than 
those from outside the ~iialpais. They are similar to young iiidividuals of 
Neotonza mesicana ntrata Burt (1939)  from the Tularosa Basin flows and 
are distinctly set apart from the lighter, less extensively pigmented speci- 
mens from areas in Valencia County a few miles outside the malpais. The 
iiumbei- of jl~veiiile specimens at  hand is too small to warrant sweeping gen- 
eralizations. The specimens indicate, however, that the juvenile pelage of 
N. mericana has progressed further than the adult pelage in the develop- 
ment of clarlr coloratioii. As pointed out above in the species account of 
N .  rnexiccrna, this shoultl be expected if a clark, coiicealiiig coloration in lava- 
dwelling lnainnlals has a positive survival value uncler selective predation, 
as conteiiclecl by Benson (1932) ancl others. 
No species reaches the extremes of increased pigmentation attained by 
the corresponding species in the Tularosa Basin. The species Gitellus varie- 
gatlcs, Peronzysczrs narx t l~s ,  ATcotonta nlbigzrla, and Neotorna mexicana occur 
on both the Tularosa nlalpais ancl the Valencia County malpais. On the 
Tularosa nlalpais each of these species is represented by a dark race, which 
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is entirely restricted to thc malpais; also apparently all individuals on the 
malpais, oP each of these species, are darker than all individuals outside the 
malpais. Tlie same four species occur on the Valencia County malpais, but 
in none has the darker coloration progressed so far, in none is i t  limited to 
the malpais, and in none is i t  distributed among all individuals on the 
iiialpais. 
Difference in degree of isolation probably accounts for the difference in 
the development of dark color and the difference in the distribution of the 
dark animals in Valencia County and the Tularosa Basin. The four species 
under consideration, C .  variegallu, P .  nasutus, N. albigula, and N. mexica?ta, 
are all limited by habitat preference to rocky situations. Because of rock- 
loving habits they are closely restricted to the malpais and rocky areas out- 
side it, and are absent, or present in but small numbers, on sandy desert or 
grasslands. A detailed accol~nt of the proximity and distribution of habitat 
suitable for these specics arouiitl the Tularosa malpais is not available. Ap- 
parently the only places where rocli-dwelling mainmals outside the Tularosa 
malpais can gain access to the black Recent lava beds without crossing open 
sandy desert are along the western edge of the beds, near the Trans-Malpais 
Hills (Bradt, 1932 : 326), and at  the northern end, where the lnalpais joins 
an older lava Bow and rocky terrain surrounding that older flow (Benson, 
1932 : 16) .  The total frontage on the Tularosa malpais, of rocky situations, 
which are not over one-half mile from tlle malpais, amounts to roughly one- 
thirtieth of the distance aroiund the malpais ; twenty-nine thirtieths of that 
malpais fronts on unhospitable sandy desert over one-half mile in width. 
I n  Valencia County, about three-fifths of the Agua Fria  nialpais and one- 
tenth of the Grants malpais fronts on habitat suitable to the rock-loving 
species. 
Interchange of individ~xals on and outside tlie malpais sllould be least 
for the Tularosa malpais, inore for Grants malpais, and greatest for the Agua 
Fria malpais. And, accordingly, one m~ould expect the degrees of develop- 
ment of the dark coloration, the distribution of the dark-colored animals on 
the malpais, and the amount of restriction 01 the dark animals to the malpais 
to vary in that order, Tularosa, Grants, and Agua Fria. Actually this is 
just what occurs. The tendency to develop races, in which dark color is 
constant and rcstrjcted to the malpais, is greatest on the Tularosa beds, less 
on the beds at  Grants, and least on the Agua Fria flow. 
Of the specimens of Peron~ysczis nasz~fq~s from the black lava 46 per cent 
have cinnamon pigmentation in the pectoral region; only 9 per cent of the 
specimens from outside the malpais show those areas. Similarly, 70 per 
cent of the specimens of Ncotonza albigz~la from the malpais are darker than 
averagc albigula; abont 9 per cent of the specimens from outside the malpais 
are darker than average. In  Ncofoma nacxicana the percentage of darker 
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adult specimens from thc black lava is about equal to that of such specilnens 
from outside the black lava fields. A11 juveniles, however, from the malpais 
and none from outside the malpais are darker than average juvenile mexi- 
cana. The fact that a larger proportion of dark individnals of each of these 
species was taken on the malpais suggests strongly that the dark coloration 
has a higher survival value on the black lava and that the centers of dispersal 
of the more intensively pigmented animals are now the fields of black lava. 
The darker individuals may have evolved outside the black lava flow and 
subsequently emigrated to tlie flows. But at  the present time the centers of 
populations of dark individuals, that is the largest numbers of dark indi- 
viduals, are on the black lava. The numbers of dark individuals available 
to move outward from the lava are greater than the numbers available to 
move from the lighter substrata onto the lava. 
SUMMARY 
Sixty kinds, species and subspecies, of niallllnals are recorded fro111 the 
lava fields and areas adjoining those fields in Valencia and McKinley coun- 
ties, New Mexico, with notes 011 tlie ecology and on the distribut~on, par- 
ticularly wit11 respect to the lava fields, of each of the lrinds observed. 
No species collected eshlbits a blackish race on any of the lava fields, even 
on tlie field a t  Grants mllicll is f a ~ r l y  well isolated from other roclry terrain. 
Of llle eight 1:iiids which are restricted by habitat preference to roclry situa- 
tions, only tlie species Perom?jsc~rs nas~rtzbs, Ncaioma alb~gula,  and Neotoma 
mexicana tend toward the devclopnient of a clarlr race on the blaclr lava. 
Some indi-\~idnals of each of these specics are inore pigmented than average 
nlenibers 01 the respective race of mch species ol~tside the lava beds. These 
darker individ~xals occur predominantly on the blacli lava, but are not 
entirely restricted there. 
The fact that fewer darker animals are present outsidc than on t l ~ e  blacl: 
lava ficlds indicates: (I) that tlie darlrer coloration has a higher survival 
value on the blaclr lava; and (2) that  the present center of dispersal of the 
darker animals is tlie blacl: lava and not tlic lighter substrata near the blacl: 
lava. 
The conclition In Valencia Coi~nty contrasts inarkedly with the condition 
obtaining in the Tularosa Hasm, New Mexico. I n  the Tularosa Basin Pero- 
mysczhs nasz~tzu, Nrotoma a l b i g ~ ~ l a ,  Ncotonza mczica?za, and Citellz~s varie- 
gutzrs are represented by biac~lrisl.1 races c*losely restricted to the blacl: lava. 
The diflerence in subspeciation 011 the lava becls in the two regions is 
esplainecl on the basis of degree 01 isolation of the beds from other rocky 
terrain. The beds in the Tl~larosa Basin are apparently much inore isolated 
t l~al l  those in Valencia County. The blaclrish pelage coloratioli has become 
more completely fixed in tile lava-restricted populatioils in  the T~xlarosa 
Basin than in the popl~lations on the lava beds in Valencia County. 
In co inpar i~~g  the rock-requiring species on the Agua Fria and Grants 
lava fields, one finds that those on the Grants fields have progressed further 
in the development of dark races. The lava fields a t  Grants are the lilore 
isolated. 
I n  Neotoma nzcxica?za there is an indication that dark coloration on the 
blaclr lava is developing rnore rapidly in  the juvenile pelage than in  the adult 
pelage. This is consistent with the tlleory of selective predation for con- 
ccaliagly colored black animals on blaclc lava. 
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